In this paper we shall consider integral ideals in finite algebraic extensions of the field R of rational numbers. Algebraic number fields will be denoted by g with subscripts or superscripts, ideals by German letters, algebraic numbers by lower case Greek letters, and numbers of the rational field R by lower case Latin letters.
Two ideals in the same field are equal if and only if they contain the same numbers.
If a λ is an ideal in a field % 1 and α 2 is an ideal in a field g 2 , then we shall write a τ =a 2 provided a ± and a z generate the same ideal in some field containing all the numbers of g : and of g, (see [1, § 37] ). Two such ideals may therefore be denoted by the same symbol and we shall speak of an ideal α without regard to a particular field. An ideal a is said to be contained in a field g if it may be generated by numbers in g, that is to say, if it has a basis in g.
Let α be an ideal contained in the fields g x and g 2 . We say that g x and g 2 have corresponding residue systems modulo a if for every integer a λ of gx there exists an integer a, of g 2 such that ^ -a, (mod α), and for every integer a z of % there exists an integer a x of % λ such that cLy. ΞΞLCLi (mod α).
The problem considered in this paper is the following one: if % and g 2 are two fields containing an ideal α, under what conditions will g t and g 2 have corresponding residue systems mod α. We shall show that this problem reduces to that in which the ideal α is a power of a prime ideal and a necessary and sufficient condition for g x and % 2 to have corresponding residue systems mod a is derived in case that σ is a prime ideal. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition is derived in case α is a power of a prime ideal and g x and g 2 are normal over g x f\ g 2 . A special case in which the fields are of the type %{Vμ) is considered. These fields are of interest in themselves and in view of Corollary 7.1 seem to have a direct connection with the general problem. 
Proof.
It is clear that 5β coincides with its conjugates. Moreover if a is any integer in g x and α 2 , , a k its conjugates over g then~{
The polynomial /(a?) has its coefficients in $ and since the field of residue classes mod 5β is separable over the field or residue classes mod p, it must be of degree one. Proof, The condition is sufficient since p is of degree one in glover g if the inertial group of p in % 5 over g is equal to the Galois group of gj over g for j=l, 2.
Suppose gi and g 2 have corresponding residue systems mod p and let gj denote the inertial field of p in g x over g. The order of p in g x over g is equal to (gjg*) and hence by Theorem 5 we have (gilgc) = (Silδ) It follows that g* = g and hence the Galois group of g x over g is equal to the inertial group of p in g x over g. The condition of Theorem 7 is not sufficient as the following example shows. Denote by R the field of rational numbers and let gi=i2 {V 2)J %=R('\/"3)> P=(τ/2). It is clear that the second ramification group of the ideal (1/ 2) in g x over R is equal to the Galois group of g x over R, and likewise for g 2 . However g 2 and g 2 do not have corresponding residue systems mod (1/ 2 ) 2 In the remainder of this paper we consider fields of the type %{Vμ) where % is a number field containing a q th root of unity ζφl, q is a rational prime, and μ is an integer of % and not the q th power of an integer in g.
Let ^3 be a prime ideal in %(Vμ λ ) and in §(|/μ 2 ) We may suppose that g(f//a 1 )^g(ΐ/// 2~) since the problem of corresponding residue systems is trivial in case equality holds. By Theorem 5, in order that ^{Vμ x ) and %(Vμ 2 ) have corresponding residue systems mod ^p it is necessary and sufficient that ^3 be of order q in g(f/^7) over g and in ^(Vμ.^) over g. Therefore it is necessary and sufficient that 5J3 divide the relative differente b t of g(f/// 4 ') over g for i=l, 2. From Corollary 7.1 it follows that %(Vμ[) and g(ΐ/^) do not have corresponding residue systems mod ψ for j>l in case (5β, g)=(l).
We now consider prime ideals in fields gG//*) which divide q, that is, prime ideals which divide the ideal (1 -C) where C#l is a g ίft root of unity. Let (1 -C) = Q α α in g where (Q, α)=(l) and D is a prime ideal in %, and let q be a prime ideal of F{Vμ) which divides D. By Theorem 5 we are concerned only with the case in which q is of order q in %{Vμ) over g, that is Q=q 9 in %{V~μ) We may suppose without loss of generality that either where the a % are residues mod q and may be chosen in % since q is of degree 1 with respect to %.
The order of ramification of q is equal to v if and only if
V~μ=ζV'μ (mod q v ) and VJφζVJ (mod q" +1 ).
Hence v=αg + l since (l-C)=Q α α, O=q α , and (Q, α)=(l). Let 7r be an integer of g such that (π)=a£ι where (α, Cl)=(l) and α is an ideal of g. There exists an ideal c in g such that αc=(ω) is principal and c is prime to D. But the expression on the right of the last congruence is an integer of g, so that θ\ is congruent to an integer of % mod £>*~α.
We now show that the q th power of every integer of ^(VJ^) is congruent to an integer of % mod CΓ<-α for i=l, 2. Let β be any integer of %{V~th) and let n=v 1 -a. Since ^ is exactly divisible by q we have β^β^βφ^ +β n -ιθ n i~1 (mod q w ), where the βi are residues mod q and may be chosen in % since q is of degree 1 over g. Hence
where ί T is an integer of g. It follows that β*=σ (mod Proof. We need only to consider the case in which μ 1 is exactly divisible by Q and μ t is prime to O, the other two cases following from Theorems 10 and 13.
Let Vi=aq + 1 be the order of ramification of q in %(Vμϊ) over %, and let v. z be the order of ramification of q in F(l/μ~) over g. From Theorem 12 it follows that v 1 -l=αg^^3.
Let a be any integer of %{Vμι) and let n = aq -a. 
